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You don't need to go to India to spend time in
an ashram. In fact, you barely need to leave Sydney
to get a dose of authentic yogic iife. By Sue White
First, a confession. Lately, when people mention
the phrase "yoga retreat", an odd thing is happening in
my mind. Instead of thinking "chance to switch off",
my mental cinema screens "weekend at luxury resort with
a spot of wine over dinner". Sure, the latter has its merits
(mostly in the form of a fancy room and a nice red), but
driving out of Sydney on a recent weekday afternoon
I'm reminded that to really embrace the yogic lifestyle
there's a different way to do things.
For the next few days I'm trading computers, caffeine
and late nights for early starts, sattvic (pure) food and
yogic practices galore, thanks to Satyananda Yoga
Mangrove, an ashram (spiritual centre) nestled in a valley
next to Mangrove Creek, about gokm north of Sydney.
Before heading into the leafy grounds, I automatically
slip a cardigan over my bare shoulders. It's a habit from
time spent in Indian ashrams, where modest dress is
mandatory At reception, a friendly resident explains the
Australian perspective. "We prefer to keep shoulders
covered. But if it's very hot don't worry," she smiles.
About 30 yogis live permanently in this gorgeous
bushland setting, following a simple lifestyle of
spiritual practice taught by their spiritual guru, Swami
Niranjanananda Saraswati. It's far from a closed shop;
Mangrove has an offering for every interest and budget.
While the burnt out like me embrace the less structured
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personal retreats, which can start and finish anytime,
structured weekend courses on everything from yoga
and cooking through to yoga and golf are popular with
Sydneysiders. For those with more energy than cash,
there are bush regeneration weekends run by donation,
while volunteers (WWOOFers—Willing Workers on
Organic Farms) are welcome anytime.
IT'S YOUR CHOICE

Despite the fact that residents wear burnt orange robes
known as geru, I quickly discover a refreshing lack of
dogma at Mangrove. As a personal retreater I'm welcome
to enjoy the full daily schedule, which includes the 5.3oam
yoga class, lunchtime Yoga Nidra (relaxation) practice,
evening classes or talks, simple but nutritious vegetarian
meals (mostly using produce from the ashram's nearby
farm) and any of the myriad volunteering opportunities
on offer. But I'm equally free to sleep, read, kayak,
swim, bushwalk or just hang out.
It's a choice I remind myself of each morning at
5am, when the ashram's "singing alarm clock" drones
over the loudspeakers. I can't make out the Sanskrit
chant, but that doesn't matter: I soon discover it's not
so bothersome I can't sleep through it. At j.2oam a bell
typically succeeds where the chant fails, and I roll out of
bed, leave my simple but clean room and traipse across
the garden to morning class.
Satyananda yoga practice is about far more than
asana. Meditation, relaxation and breathing practices
(pranayama) are given as much emphasis as the physical.
After my first go-minute practice doing simple joint
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movements and gentle warm-ups such as Marjaryasana (Cat
Pose), I soon discover that the only "extreme" aspect to
this asana is that it's extremely gentle. A few rounds of Sun
Salutations is as dynamic as it gets.
Satyananda teachers don't demonstrate, adjust or interfere
with your practice. Whether you like or dislike the approach,
chances are, like me, you'll love the fact that Savasana gets
some serious time in every class. Be warned though, I soon
discover the downside to a mid-class Savasana at 6am: you
have to get back up again afterwards and keep going.
By yam each morning I'm starving and can't wait to hit the
large, pleasant dining hall. While the overall vibe is relaxed,
one practice is implemented with vigour. Mouna (silence) is
required from the close of the nightly evening program (expect
a DVD, inspiring movie or kirtan chanting, all wrapped by
about S.ijpm), until after y^oam the next morning. Mouna
means breakfast is a silent affair. So instead of talking, I look
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down at my bowl of warm rice, milk, apple and brown sugar
and try to focus on eating. Despite a sleep that begins by 9pm,
I'm usually desperate for a chat. Obviously, I'm not the only one:
some around me compensate with a book. I'm tempted, but
by my third day it gets easier and I start to enjoy my daily
porridge, rice or polenta in peace and quiet.
Every day at Sam visitors and residents gather for karma yoga
hour. Karma yoga loosely translates as volunteering and the
practice is a key element of all yogic lifestyles. It's supposed
to be a chance to perform selfless service without attachment to
the results; nonetheless I secretly pray not to be given the job of
cleaning toilets. Naturally, this is problematic: it's my ego that
doesn't want to clean the loos, which is exactly why I probably j
should. Instead, I get allocated to the kitchen, where a pile of
pumpkins remind me to be careful what you wish for.
My days at Mangrove quickly fall into a hypnotic rhythm,
and I spend far more time resting and reading than doing any
serious physical activity. The noon
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The ashram has its own energy, too. I learn that weekdays are
quiet, filled mainly with personal retreaters, WWOOFers and
students of the centre's popular yogic studies diploma. Every
Friday things start to hum as weekend courses fill the centre
and numbers often double. I enjoy the variety, but even if
I didn't it'd be hard to get too phased by the influx of new
arrivals: after 24 hours of serious yogic tranquillity I find that
not much bothers me at all.
Of course, I do have the occasional slip-up on my new
schedule. Day two, I make the mistake of ducking back to my
room between breakfast and karma yoga. Sliding onto the bed,
I fall asleep until io.3oam. As compensation, I try to karmically
realign myself with some afternoon bush regeneration (weeding)
that same afternoon.
It also remains a daily struggle not to be attached to my karma
yoga task; I'm secretly stoked with my final day's allocation—
harvesting boutique lettuce in the garden, and obviously need
a longer stay before I'd wholeheartedly embrace those toilets.
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According to the guidebook in my bedroom, there are
18 "ITYs" that can help those aiming to embrace the yogic
lifestyle at Mangrove. Browsing it daily, I wonder whether to
take on "regularity", "equanimity", absence of "vanity" or one
of the other equally positive "ITYS" during my stay. By day
three, my "ITY" has chosen itself. Heading back to city life,
I decide to take Satyananda's advice and embrace my "ITY"
for a month. Serenity, here I come. •?•
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footprint, take the train to Gosford, then a local bus, plus a ride from the
ashram folks for the last stint. This is easier on weekdays-weekends it
gets trickier and there's a $30 fee for the last leg (you must prearrange
this). The website has excellent driving directions and public transport
options.www.mangrove.net.au ..'. ; :
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STAYING THERE Personal retreat stays are priced from $70 a night in
shared accommodation. Camping, dorm and single and twin rooms are
also available with a range of prices to suit all budgets.
NEARBY The ashram is 15 kilometres from the nearest facilities and has
no mobile phone coverage. Bliss! *
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